Effects of tumor selective replication-competent herpes viruses in combination with gemcitabine on pancreatic cancer.
Pancreatic cancer still has a poor prognosis, even if aggressive therapy is pursued. Currently, new modalities of oncolytic virus therapy are being tested against this cancer. The combination of one of two representative mutant herpes simplex viruses (R3616: gamma(1)34.5 inactivated, hrR3: UL39 inactivated) with a standard anti-pancreatic cancer chemotherapy drug (gemcitabine), was investigated in this study. The intracellular concentration of ribonucleotide reductase was estimated by Western blotting. The effect of gemcitabine on viral replication and the total cytotoxic effect of the combination therapy were investigated on pancreatic cancer cell lines. We compared the results of two oncolytic viruses, R3616 and hrR3. A mouse model of pancreatic cancer with peritoneal dissemination was used to evaluate the in vivo effect of the combination therapy. Although the replication of both viruses was inhibited by gemcitabine, the combination caused more tumor cell cytotoxicity than did virus alone in vitro. The results with R3616 were more striking. Although the difference was not statistically significant, R3616 with gemcitabine had a greater effect than did R3616 alone, while hrR3 with gemcitabine had a weaker effect than did hrR3 alone in vivo experiments. The combination of oncolytic virus with gemcitabine is a promising new strategy against advanced pancreatic cancer. Each virus has different functional characteristics, and can affect the results of the combination of viruses and chemotherapy drugs. The results indicate that there is a complicated interaction among viruses, cells, and chemotherapy drugs and that the best combination of oncolytic virus and chemotherapeutic agents should be studied more extensively before embarking on a clinical trial.